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If the DNA of Type O Negative had been crossed with the sound of Depeche 

Mode and bands like Skinny Puppy or Covenant, the CATTAC sound would 

surely be their random end product. 

CATTAC's music was born out of love for the dark electronic sounds of the 

late '90s, gothic inspired moods and a preference for dark rock music. 

Why should one exclude one from the other if it can be wonderfully united? 

This is exactly where CATTAC comes in, cleverly bringing together the 

different styles of darker music without setting any boundaries. 

The two band members have each performed countless appearances in 

recent years and in various bands and have both been active in the music 

business for over 20 years. They can also benefit from the experience of many 

live performances in various bands. For example, Jens spent many years as a 

live drummer, bassist and keyboardist. 

Already there CATTAC find their own, firm style, without repeating 
themselves constantly. 

Now CATTAC release their second full length album “RISING DEMONS” on 

01.Nov. 2019  

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Origin: Germany 
Genre: Dark Electronic Rock 
Years Active: 2016-present 

Label: DARK TUNES Music Group 
Website: www.cattac.me 

Facebook/ Instagram: CATTAC-Official 
Contact: attack@cattac.me 

Phone (Jens): +49-151-726-18730 
 
 

MEMBERS: 
Jens Helmis: all instruments, vox 

Christian Schinköthe: live keys, backing vox 
 
 
 

SESSION & LIVE MUSICIANS: 
Bernd Randow-Tepper: guitars & live support 
Anna Pisarchik: guest female backing vocals 

Juan Maximiliano Maye: guest vocals  on "The Suicider" 
 
 

DISCOGRAPHY: 
 

➔ DEMO CD: “CATTAC” (04/2018) 
➔ SINGLE: “LITTLE RED” (12.2018) 

➔ FULL LENGTH ALBUM: “LET US FALL TOGETHER” (01/2019) 
➔ SINGLE: “JUST ONE MORE DAY” (09/2019) 

➔ FULL LENGTH ALBUM: “RISING DEMONS” (11/2019) 
➔ COMPILATION: DARKEST HALLOWEEN 2019 (11/2019) 
➔ COMPILATION: FACE THE BEAT VOL.5 (11.2019) 

➔ REMIX: “TRAGEDY” FOR DEFIANT MACHINES (12/2019) 
➔ REMIX: “SORROW” FOR ANTIBODY (12/2019) 

➔ REMIX: “INSIDE” FOR SUBLIMINAL CODE (12/2019) 
 

 
 

ON STAGE: 
 

Jens (drums) & Chris (singer) & Bernd (guitars) with “Höllenhunde”: 9 Gigs 
Jens (singer) & Chris (keys) with “Deewhy”: 5 Gigs 

Jens (on drums) with “My Own Desire”: 6 Gigs 
Jens (on drums) with “Theo In Milk”: 11 Gigs 
Jens (bass) with “Fire Down Below”: 12 Gigs 

Jens (keys) with Exoplanet “: 8 Gigs 
Jens (singer) & Chris (keys) with “CattaC”: 4 Gigs (+ t.b.a.) 
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